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Casters
Quantity:5

Star Base
Quantity:1

Gas Lift
Quantity:1

Seat Cushion
Quantity:1

Seat Plate
Quantity:1

Back Cushion
Quantity:1

Left Plastic Cover Set
Quantity:1

Right Plastic Cover Set
Quantity:1

Angle Adjusters
Quantity:2

Armrests
Quantity:2

RightLeft

① ② ③ ④

Wrench
Quantity:1

Bolts M5x8mm
Quantity:

Bolts M8x25mm
Quantity: Quantity:20 24
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1 :

STEP 2:

                 Turn the Star Base upside down,then press the Casters into
the holes at the end of each base leg.

                 Turn the Star Base upright and insert the lift the center
hole of the Star Base.

B

A

C
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STE Remove All M8x25mm Bolts from the seat and back.P 3 :

STEP 4 : Align the seat plate to the bottom of the seat cushion,make 
sure that the front of the seat plate is facing the front of the seat 
cushion.Attach the seat plate to the seat cushion using four M8x25mm 
bolts,tighten all the bolts with the wrench.

M8x25mm

③
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STEP 5 :

STEP 6 : Turn the seat cushion upright and align the center hole of 
the seat plate over the lift,then push the seat cushion down onto
the lift firmaly until the connection is secure.

Align the seat plate to the bottom of the seat cushion, make 
sure that the front of the seat plate is facing the front of the seat cushion. 
Attach the seat plate to the seat cushion using four M8X25mm bolts, 
tighten all the bolts with the wrench.

②
③
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STEP 7 :

STEP 8 :

Using Adjusters to attach Seat Cushion,align the adjusters  
over the pre-drilled holes underneath the seat cushion with M8x25mm
bolts,tighten all the bolts with the wrench.
Note:Please tighten the Bolts to 50%,not 100%

Attach Seat Cushion and Back Cushion,align the adjusters
over the pre-drilled holes underneath the back cushion with M8x25
mm bolts with the wrench.

③ ②
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STEP 9 :

STEP 10 : Attach the Plastic Cover on right and left side with four 

Adjust balance of the full chair,then tighten all bolts to 100%
 on each side of adjuster.

M5x8mm bolts,using the wrench.

D2 E2

D1 E1
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Congratulations!  You′ve assembled your chair.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1.Seat Height:Paddle-shaped lever on the right side

To raise
 while taking your weight off chair
 lift lever up.

To lower
 while seated,lift lever up.

To increase tension:
 while seated,turn knob forward
 (toward+sign).

To decrease tension:
 while seated,turn knob 
 backward(toward-sign).

2.Tilt Tension: Long stem under the seat cushion with knob

*At the proper height,your feet should rest flat on the floor.

*set the tilt tension to control the resistance you feel when leaning back.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

*At the proper height,your feet should rest flat on the floor.

4.3D-Function Armrest

3.Operating the tilt lockout.

To let your chair tilt back,pull
 the control handle out.

To stop your chair from tilting,
 sit forward,then push the
  control handle in.

① Up and Down.

② Forward and Backward.

③ Left and Right.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Pull the lever FULLY and lean
 back slowly until desired angle
  is achieved,then slowly return
  the lever to its starting position
   Ensure the lever locks back in
    place.

5.Backrest Recline
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